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Prologue 
Time passes, we are marching to a virtual space which is no longer 
measurable. Our living place is being transformed to an electronic 
space where time is being compressed. Thus time cannot fonction 
as an indicator for the past, the present and the future. 
For us city spiders who used to live in a place, we can no longer 
find our footprints in our city as the city is changed to a dimen-
sionless space. While our collective memory is fading out in this 
dimensionless space, it seems that we are suffering from 'disso-
ciative amnesia'. 
When we talk about memory, it seems to us that memory refers to 
a past tense and associate it with nostalgia. 
“ 'Nostalgia，not only relates to the things of the past, but also is linked 
to the present and extends into the future. People seek their identity in 
their memory of the past, proceed to a comparison of or reflection on 
their present day T, and then again project their future self. In effect, it 
is entirely a process of constructing identity.“ 
• Lok Fung, The Decadent City, Hong Kong: Oxford University Press, 1995, P. 
62, Translatedfrom Chinese Text. 
麵 "“ Important hours should be perceptually remarkable, and then we can � • 'I ^ find our way in time. Places and events can be designed to enlarge our sense of thepresent ” 
蛇 e v / « Lynch, What Time Is This Place, MIT Press Cambridge, 1972，P. 74 
，J E x t o i n ^ t h e "above viewpoints from Lok Fung and Kevin Lynch, 
^ o f Aem held similar attitude on the importance of time and 
. " piace in identifying our positions in the city lives. Indeed, there is 
a cohCTent relationship among time, place and memory. Memory, 
叙r�〜，a naturallbSiifS i^SSfct，is a medium for human beings to integrate 
，、�the int rnal fe逮廣ience with external physical environment and 
sense the passage of time. 
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Part I > Introduction 
Background 
知Wit ？ 
� _ i 6 k l y k ! t s狄站 fff p l M 
Iff^ iAtlwa ^ 沖itf 
i d e , _ 
The city lives in Hong Kong is renowned for its diversity but 
not its identity. Also, living in Hong Kong is indeed indulging 
in a consuming sphere that the city development seems merely 
commercial oriented. Believing on the maximization of com-
mercial value of our limited usable land, the city environment 
in Hong Kong discourages public life which is regarded as non-
profitable. Therefore, we can hardly find a large-scale public 
space for the sake of the grassroots. This may be one of the 
reasons for the monotonous city life in Hong Kong. It also 
explains that Hong Kongers seldom have the chance to enjoy 
public gathering except during festival events. It would be a 
vicious cycle that Hong Kong people no longer sense the im-
portance of the public life. 
The collective memory is established from physical and men-
tal interaction of the public with events. As events can function 
as reference points of the time structure of a culture and also be 
the landmarks for significant change and the symbols of social 
cohesion, they constitute the network in tracing our collective 
memory. 
"^  iJ^He essence of sense of place is that place as an emblem of 
sent, and future time so that we can position ourselves 
n^ 'cyc^ of time. The sense of place can be reinforced by the "11* ••‘ Ve memory which is knitted with the sense of common 
iment can make us aware of being alive now and together 
mon present, in which we sense the flow of events and to 
^Jc^rW can attach our hopes andfears.“ 
？kev^'^'ynch, What Time Is This Place, MIT Press Cambridge, 
039721 
條 I interpretation of'sense of being, in the city by Kevin 
一 ‘‘ plains why public participation in social events helps 
oneself in time, to search for self - identity in the city 
eave our collective memory for our time being. There-
Would there be an engine somewhere in our city to sig-
for us public and for our living memory. 
r^ore, the notion of the project is to explore how the col-
l^^citi^'memory could be expressed and experienced through 
means and thus setting an engine to run the city 
iBabieau. 
9 B E 
(L 
2. Methodology 
1. Examining how a public space inducing events and en-
couraging public participation in order to reinforce the 
sense of place and thus constructing the collective memory 
of our city. 
2. Seeing a 'place' in relation to our collective memory and 
in coherent with the city pulse. 
3. Suggesting an appropriate image for the 'place' to ab-
sorb the city pulses which are further transformed to our 
collective memory. 
4. Taking reference from precedents that are relation to 
encoding and decoding memory and examining those 
strategies in achieving the transformation of a particu 
lar event into a kind of expression of collective memory. 
3. Research Study 
This part of research focuses more on the literatural aspects 
for interpretating the relationship between collective memory, 
the time and the sense of places. 
Outline of Research Study: 
3,1 > Evolution of Public Space 
3.2> The Collective Memory 
3.3 > Precedent Study 
3.4 > Site Selection 
3.1 > The evolution of public space 
"Before the end of the eighteenth century, ‘public space，was usually 
designed as an honorific place celebrating the power of the king, 
queen, or aristocracy and used to recall and to invigorate their sov-
ereign conduct and responsible actions. 
The great political revolutions the eighteenth and nineteenth centu-
ries transformation this ritual conscription of city space into the demo-
cratic public sphere. Here the meaning of public space was extended 
to include places of public debate and gatherings where the rational 
voice of the people could be heard. ” 
<The inversion of Public and Private Space� 
-M. Christine Boyer, The City of Collective Memory, MIT Press, 1994 
M^mi^ .ML ！ ；^ 
Public Proclamation in the Piazza del 
Popolo • 
An ideal square and exemplifies the 
fascination of Renaissance artists & 
architects with linear perspective and 
harmonious composition 
The public space itself is a neutral space. However, activities or events 
define a 'space' to a 'place', thus conveying an identity to that place 
and foster “ the sense of place". Furthermore, the sense of place would 
be further enhanced through mass gathering as sense of togetherness 
would intensify the moment of time and the sense of existence. 
Social participation is regarded as part of the social lives. Public spaces 
for public debates and gatherings are still the indispensable social 
dimension in modem time. City parks are usually platforms for the 
general public holding mass gathering and public events. In that event, 
the social concern and the sense of belongings to the city could be 
aroused through masss activities. In other words, public spaces would 

















































r — m u r e a t 
two \ “ \ n 1 : two and 40 ： three times 14 ： six times 
2 a ： 42 units or objects <a total of forty-two} b ： a group or set of 42 3 ： the num^able quantity symbolized by the arable numerals 42 4 ： the 42d in a set or series; esp ： an article of clothing of the 42d size <wears a forty-twoy 5 ： a game play幼 with dominoes but resembling the card game pitch and having the sum of the counters equal 42 iorty* Winks n pi but sing or pi in constr ： a short sleep ： NAP rotn, ' f6r-\ n, pi fo rums Vraz\ also fO-ra X-rA L joris, Joras outside, foris’ fores door o t 
and public business 2 ： a judicial body or assembly ： COURT, TRIBUNAL <m the � o f one's own conscience); often ： the articular court before which a case can be or is being t r i ^ a ： an organization that holds public meetings for the dis-cussion of subjects of current interest l) ： a meeting that is held by such an organization and is frequently in the form of a question period following a lecture; broadly ： a lecture fol-lowed by audience discussion and questioning of the I C ： a program (as on radio or television) involving of a problem usu. by several authorities under -of a chairman or moderator and usu, providing no means of 
•钟•qqpji 
town s � f o r discussion�aims of rhich controversial isi can be discussed ~SioL Abstr mm unsuitable 
   .   c       , audience participation ^ •争 P冲 discussion�this busy intersection nad iln&h&ousy b ： a medium of open < publication a r e . . , to act as a ~ in wb 
ing full y district dec' justice wou 
ve.m,eiis 
]：a doc over Unes to det Id be better 
• J:八 ^ ^ 
tracts} _ �,nfinkdn'vine,en<t)s\ [NL, lit., trine whereby a court of law hav-venue or use in 
a case brought in a p roper， lermine the case on its merits ST served by the trial of the 




f o r •， 
•參 tx\ ：TA' � � I 
f o r•欲 to fc ZANI 
f o r•取 
of fc 
FOSi f a sh 
The Hyde Park in London, UK is an urban park having a long 
history and it symbolizes as a public sphere in the urban fabric. 
There are a variety of community and social events for public 
participation and social interaction. There is a 'Speaker's Comer' 
in the Park signifying a tableau for public voice. Many events are 




Religious fanatic at Speaker's Comer, Sikhs demonstrate in Hyde Park in Pop Festival Goers, Hyde Park 
Hyde Park protest against actions taken by Indian 
army 
H H 
M i U 
3.2 > The! 
In seard 
it came as a shock to ma 
against the Communist 
the forces that moved i 
― … ？ “ apathetic? "How many times hav^ the cUy, its ^ ^chitecmre, and the theatre been 
intertwined, for the thm^e is ofie^h fiyU^r tfie representaions qf 
public l i f e , 卯 印 : s 卿 — — 總 燃 鍾 ; 
ance. Both tHe theater and urban space ar^l等s�喊�巧醉m’ 
assemblage, and fcCh^^fetween actors^ and spectators between 
the drama and^the st^^^inding tMir 彳 
experiences 納mees qf that 
chaos. The G^iorf^^^M^drally '^plh^ef^r seeing'； 
argued a n a l d i l c c i 顿 喊 飞 ， … ^ 
V cuhumlprisfstlp+y^^jfi^jk_，xp*meesmmty’vi# 
” V ingmechmij4条―i納 
the — ㈣ i；^?^ 受(ignited manner. Bu: what -nakeE 
C n i i i a . Airnost without except ion, 
‘ _ —蒙射乡科r'l义秒vv.er, 吻令 0' tbc time. • i-DPi Chinese po ^ r , the collective memory 
can be intero^tatidJiS^ 
life. It is m 
ery individifi] 
Part three 一 The City ari^tbe 
-M. Christine 
From the vi ‘ 
lie space as 
义、Hyde Park i 
assembling 
ienGerandvaluecofrev-
；ting the social .happened.in and a:： v^cr Hin^^c^J^^ for 
I： is a:}5urd to say tii^ t^〔.卜bef； 
a I H o n g Kong p e e p 丨.e. H0v.'cvcr, fc 
m a - i l a n d , Riiot^'aphicHi^v. c u l U r a l 
, Or. the otncr h a n d , most unfc 
4 p u i l i o n ol the p o p L l u i i o n in the = 
W h a t m a d e things worse was 
riots in l ;o ' ig Koik haa d o s e con 
puts i；: - F o r H-i： ^rst t ime i'l Hon. 
P c o p . c in Hong K o : t ^ vvould li 
Hong Kong C h i n e s e oego'i to erne 
of b e a r t - w i n n ' - i g pol ic ies , s u c h as A generation of youfij; peopl« 
s h o w e d that more p e叩 i e began 
II wns v/ i :h this new iflcntitv £ 
a (Jose l ink w i i h China； and this c 
h a n d , Ihev s a w Ihe'.'nseives as so 
Whnt mad(: things more cornpl Kong -omoiTov;". ihe sub'.equeni Hovvever, Roithcr nationalist Hil'iiiiiiili^ live policy of the Biiris 
history a n d rviad l it i le C h i n e s e liti Wc cannot exceci a real asui i. 
番 事 識 國 良 科 這 瞬 民 前 花 畏 糊 的 不 調继3 5 1 1 
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-
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us帖過來〔過去’伐們民 � 府 ’ 比 ： ^ 绍 匕 否 记 歴 史 ， 使 我 們 ， L史R河中流.離失所，無啦爲 -下知所向“S L，偶附出现. ：化 � 品上的「木地歴史’’不 
愛而已，似 
叫的iaF^愛玲的(傾城之 
-_城市的傾败造就 段形 �估’-將香港歴史进塑爲大 
光履：：.與.：坡璃之.， 
-:i稀划歴史的處现’似乎U 於 ： ： ： ^ 位 斷 脱 的 女 私 � .-肚中、的现解反而^於次要 :::近农.番1文化网在方而 
改 ： 加 哩 大 通 識 6 院 
丨面膝 S大 
梁 ^ 梁世m 
何圜良 
分 - 1 ? • 的 ； ^ 的 _ 搞 
子1-^ r , 一到识f杳的 
歴 港 _ ...陳討港--
史知』 - V H i政命文胆丨 識爲文成，fh有 




爲 他 們 权 個 定 位 ， 就 好 似 ， ？ ^ ^ , 將 ； 段 愛 � 個 足 位 ； 樣 。 况 ： E ; ’ . 將 ： ： ； ^ 史交于知識分子，抹煞了平民日姓 的功紐。， 
角 � ’ ， 日 前 演 出 一 弈 . 
名爲亡：十出頭：染體问愤記取 簿)�的劇’用的方法就S不同〕 ；群二T出頭的人’將自己記得的 流行曲、文具、政治事件、愛惝、 一屯視劍串連成：购戲。其中常然疗 下少利用T流行文化泊费品來m塑 i r i i i - f
 -
二十出頒的回憶能依竊流行仙、 消 � ^ 品 ’ 但 再 歡 不 啓 歡 也 好 ’ ’ ： ； ^ 啦 可 能就足事货1過去二十年的香港文. 化就！^憑消费市場雄爾一力。下 � 過 . � 劇 巾 避 宵 他 們 的 夥 ， 不 知 所 以 的夢。：少女說她的夢楚做個大學 生，窗i麼下重要’只要楚大學就 可以 r 。 另.一個少女說她的志願是常社工，原w是她生來個性「狠 
， ： ！ ^ 甲 由 也 想 一 腳 踏 死 。 她 知 
道 向 己 缺 乏 愛 心 ， ， 不 過 做 社 工 就 要有愛心’只要她當了此工’她就 害愛心。.
 � �:g中説的楚一些糊奥糊塗的東 ？>道理不通，我們或許不再歡， 
想。將這些破碎的生活片段’ C疋一代人的一種回憶方法： .進念的(萬將十五年)：3蒋 的處甲胡恩威的sf古 與资仁宇的《萬暦十五年 關係’根本就不重要、，他R足與 EH起將生活的過去，包沾一迪冲 樹二幢樓、一柴玩意、一些感 交，結成j段濃縮r的歴史。 迫幾 i i i展一種回顧歴史的方 
法.，是要我們在過去生活中遍新感受；些璃碎細微的生活片段，感受 ：二丨奇染去抖出2；= 电：？’|1 丄P我們丄沾中辺T奴跡的f物’ 他們下冉：；大足(人 
出刚糾屮對 
’5 
「 六 四 I 的 回 � 就 來 ..似廿’作辟我 們 r能时問/川迫J
 史巾川碎m 
又下大IT-耍的知？-r : : "代我們叫天又如何艰過 歴史感是再等於找到答案1署港 文化於世紀未流行講「集體回憶’時’究党這些问憶對我們香难 以 後有汁麼意義？知道歴史又是否知 道現在的生活背後的眞相呢。“ .如果重識歴史是爲了對未來找出一點頭 緒’以生活細碎拼湊出來的歴史’ 吿訴了我們什麼？”，.： 
呵沿P Hi馬田的説 
WUIri伪，史舉家足公認 们h沖解過去，II沒 
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： 載 ： 「 現 在 ’ 的 長 度 R I t 八 秒 c ： ； 秒 t , 後 ， 「 _ 稅 . � 仕 ’ 就 變 成 「 過 去 ’ ， 以 後 就 只能活在人記憶當中,
 � -
,何國A問歴史、绍歴史’
 1 1 ： 什 麼 意 
- 義 ？ 我 認 爲 亞 少 有 三 個 T i e . , 「 . f ’ 其 霞 由 薩 的 八 杪 . 組 成 ， 塞 八秒「i心’有些八秒法涼。我經常抱着 朋友送的吓噹毛公仔發呆，爲的楚宙溫 八秒溫舒的感覺。._、
 -
一 . 了 定 位 。 望 着 � 相 片 ， 我 知 道 好 送 
千個八秒之前我在太瘦’我決定下“一 個八秒要開始欧猪油“.整现過去，，爲的 m自己決定米來。
 ， 「 / � 
11;、防盜。今天你我的私人記位往往 
變成公共财產，你不整理，人家截你整 
你 不 努 力 e l ^ 自 己 一
 i :十出頭的少年 
記事簿’人家堪你安排i五叶出頭的 .歌功頌德大檢閱，，以江澤民的近身 i 照，蓋過你放上TCQ的索年玉照’記 憶從此被騎劫。： 
《沉陲的森林？我八秒之前讚過去 
那子的説話’我 S得很淸楚：「，人活得 愈久.，所擁有的過去就愈多。如梁不整 理或淸除的話，腦屮就色塞滿了記塘 . 令人感到空息！







. 大 的 . 歴 _ 也 嘗 個 _ 霞 . . ： . 騰 囊 物 觀 _ 霞 ” 鹏 ： ； 、 S 的 T 民 主 化 ： J 。 只 是 ： ， ： # 斷 種 ^ ^ 傲 「 . . 的 努 力 背 後 i 是 什 麼 _ 我 們 爲 什 . 麼要相信被記錄 F 來的弹音和影象最稱？. 运、显透明？我們歇斯底里地記 .底害怕失去些什麼昵？ 
>3.3 Precedent Study 
The precedent study focuses on the design approaches on 
memory and the built environment. Therefore, the selection of 
precedents involves a wide variety of projects in relation to the 
interpretation of the city memory and the transformation of 
ideas to built forms. 
Underground Library，Berlin, 1996 
Micha Ullman (artist) and Andreas Zerr (architect) 
-Berlin-A Guide to Recent Architecture 
To design a memorial not only to document the event of the 
Nazis's bookbuming of 10 May 1993, but also serving as a 
warning for future generations. 
The installation of the space is an imaginary library containing 
empty white shelves on which the 20,000 lost books were 
housed. 
The magnitude of the event was not to be monumental in scale 
but rather the idea representing and being communicated by 
the memorial, not the monument. 
Key Issue: 
The transformation of the event into memory 
The coherence of the built form with the sur-
roundings 
The reflected surface creating overlapping 
images of the present momnet and the people 
passed away 
Vietnam Veterans Memorial，Washington，US, 1980 
Maya Lin 
The Vietnam Veterans Memorial is in the memory of the victims 
in the war. 
The names on the wall are chronologically ordered by time of 
death, thus each individual taking his or her place in the chronol-
ogy and strata of this core sample of history. With individual dig-
nity given to each soldier, the visitor responses as an individual in 
a very intimate maimer. 
The granite wall below grade brings visitors into the experience 
and defines the monument itself as a sort of uncovered geode -
connecting the events of the war with our more comprehensive 
history on this planet. 
The wall in a form pointing at the adjacent Lincoln and Washing-
ton Memorials pull each visitor dramatically into the experience. 
-Maya Lin, Public/Private, Wexner Centre for the Arts, The Ohio State 
University, 1994 
Key Issues: 
-Drawing forms in the landscape and tying the built struc-
ture into the existing environment 
-Creating a pathway or journey for viewers for a private 
experience within a very public context 
-Analyzing and reordering data into a meaningful system 
The Touch- The communication between 
memory and people through sensory means 
-Memoria, Daidlos Architektur Kunst Kultur Dec, 1995 
Key Issues: 
Recalling the image of city fabric in a mosaic 
pattern and generating a collective image of the whole city 
Installation on the gateway to 
the courtyard of the housing 
complex by Hans Knollfoff 
Levantkade, KNSM-Ijland, 
Amsterdam. 
Installation on the gateway to the courtyard of the housing 
complex, KNSM-Ijland, Amsterdam 
Hans Knollfoff Levantkade 
< Memory as Public Art > 
On each of the 96 abaci, on which the trabeation has been 
slipped below the capitals to the height of the building 's floor 
plates, a series of small plaques have been mounted. Each plaque 
presents a section of a map of Paris into which photographs 
defining a path through the city have been mounted. In this 
montage, similarities arise between life lines and street swatches, 
between biographical meanders and traffic intersection. It ex-
presses the confluence of all these dichotomies. The inextrica-
bility of personal history, of the individual's quotidian life, and 
of the topography and toponomy of the city, laden with collec-
tive history becomes apparent. 






Henriquez also is pervaded by manifold inversion, displacements, 
and changes of scale since the world is not fixed at a single scale. 
“ our lives: our experience of time and space is not fiilly 
coincident with the sequential time and measurable space of 
geometry. Temporal and spatial dimensions are ever changing and 
elastic And spaces, never constant or unchanging, trans-
form their meanings with every situation: with light, at night, 
The Tripod Sculpture 
Richard Henriquez et le Theatre de la memoire 
Richard Henriquez: Memory Theatre 
The Memory Theatre 
-Richard Henriquez : Memory Theatre, Canadian Centre for Architecture, 
Montreal, 1993 , P. 18 & 22 
For the exhibition of Tripod Sculptures (mixed media)’ he apply 
the approach : a found or discovered object is altered and then 
transformed with subsequent shift in meaning. Henriquez alters 
the tripod by separating it from the component it one carried, and 
replace a new component for another purpose. Thus, the meaning 
for the tripod is transformed to another function and significance. 
The Memory Theatre designed by Henriquez represents a history 
in microcosm. The Theatre is regarded as a "locational instrument 
to define a 'place in the world' based on the memory of events, 
persons, past experiences - stimulated by the arrangement of sym-
bolic objects - displayed in cabinets - a circle corresponding to 
the place in the world where the come from. 
Key Issues: 
-The adaptability of architecture to enable dialogue between 
the changing environment. 
-How architecture creates a sense of place in order to mark 
the 'having been' in relation to our memory. 
Tripod Sculptures & Memory Theatre，Canada 
Richard Henriquez 
Richard Henriquez is a Canadian architect. He believed that archi-
tecture should be capable of transcending institutional history to a 
personal memory for the individual. Therefore, buildings must 
evoke a feeling of "having been" by preserving traces and re-cre-
ating artifacts that are layered, like personal experience itself. 
Mass gathering 
The Atmosphere of Temple Bar 
Temple Bar, 1995 
Temple Bar Ltd, 
The scheme is a revitalization of the old urban fabric to give a 
new cultural life to the city. Instead of demolition, the whole 
idea is renovation and alternation of the old buildings to add a 
new language to the place. 
The revitalization scheme involved a number of old buildngs 
which were redined for new functions. Each of them have 
their own characters while at the same time they maintained a 
coherent atmosphere in the contextual background in terms 
of texture, colour and scale. 
Key Issues: 
- T h e scale of the open space in relation to the manipula-
tion of architectural strategy 
_ The dialogue between architecture and events - settings 
in response to events 
- T h e overall architectural setting generating and rein-
forcing the sense of place for mass gathering and public 
participation 
i 
Building Facade with a screen of displaying images 
he outdoor night show-The building facade 
roviding addtitional magnitude to transform the 
patial setting of the plaza 
The stage as the focus of the 
plaza at night 
The surrounding building providing an en-




3.4 > Site Selection 
The site selection is based on the criteria that the place should 
be representating a collective memory of our city. 
Victoria Park, being one the most recognizable city park in 
Hong Kong, is regarded as a city icon for public events and a 
leisure place for all walks of life. It also symbolizes a public 
sphere embedded with the collective memory of the social 
life in Hong Kong. 
a. Contextual Framework 
Victoria Park is the largest urban green park in Hong Kong Island. 
The Park was originally a typhoon shelter which extended up to 
the fringe of Causeway Bay Road. The reclamation work for 
the Park started at 1953 and it was opened to the public in 1957. 
The Park became a major recreational place for the 
neighbourhood. Since then, Causeway Bay was being devel-
oped to a commercial/residential region from a fisherfolk. As 
buildings are erected around the peripheral of the park and build-
ings are getting higher and higher, the park seems to be an oasis 
at the middle of a concrete jungle. 
Since 1996, ASD has been involving in the redevelopment of 
Victoria Park which was proposed by the Urban Services , 
Council. The general aim of this redevelopment plan mainly 安 
focus on improving the park proper so as to upgrade the park 
facilities for the sake of the general public. 
Causeway Bay in 1930-45 
The Victoria Statue - a historical 
motif of Victoria Park in contrast 
with the clock tower indicating the 
new era of time. This picture inten-
sifies the flow of time through the 
two contrasting motifs. 
site location: 
Causeway Bay , Hong Kong 
17 hectare 
zoning condition 
-Victoria Park is classified as zone 
“0” in the Outline Zoning Plan. 
Causeway Bay 
释 参 
b. Site Characteristics 
This park is the basis for the "City Forum" which has been a 
weekly event for sharing of opinions on public issues among 
the public, expertise and government representatives. Therefore, 
this site already has its own generating power for a more com-
prehensive development for a "Theatre of the Press”. 
Yearly, there are some public gatherings held on Victoria Park. 
But it seems that the park does not provide adequate facilities 
for such kind of public functions. 
The government also has an intention for redeveloping the above 
site in order to make a better utilization of the public park. 
The Park is located in one of the most popular tourism districts. 
Therefore, the park can also being a tourist spot in terms of 
introducing the history and culture of Hong Kong. 
mmmn 
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The park is a public sphere for cultural, social and political events which are signifying 
i) the celebration of time — festival - cultural sphere 
ii) the public voice — the city forum 一 social sphere 
iii) the historical footprint - public assembly for the June 4 Massacre -politicalsphere 











The social sphere 
_ _ _ _ 
The political sphere 
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Part II > The Project Brief 
Fig. 1 Site Map 
Victoria Harbour \ fs：^^ \ • 
Site Context 
a. Surrounding Context 
Victoria Park is a green city void surviving in a concrete jungle 
where a mixture of land uses is composed. The Park is at the 
junction among Causeway Bay, Tin Hau and Tai Hang. Since 
these three districts are of different uses, the park becomes a 
green buffer providing a leisure place for people working or 
living nearby. 
The recreational facilities like the new Central Library and the 
proposed new Tennis Centre Court opposite to Victoria will 
come into service in the near future, thus intensifying a more 
significant role as a cultural and recreational pocket in that 
district. It is estimated that there will be increase of pedestrian 
flow around the Park after the opening of the Central Library. 
Arial Photoshowing geographical context of Victoria Park 
Gloucester Road 
Victoria Park Road 
Causeway Road 
King Fat Street 
b. Site Access 
The study of pedestrian and vehicular circulation will be based 
on site investigation as well as taking reference from the rede-
velopment plan by ASD. 
Existing vehicular traffic conditions 
. Victoria Park is bounded by Island Eastern Corridor and 
Victoria Park Road in the north, Gloucester Road and 
Causeway Bay Flyover in the west, Hing Fat Street in the 
east and Causeway Road in the south. The majority ofve-
hicular access to Victoria Park makes use of the carpark 
off Hing Fat Street. 
. O n normal weekdays, the junctions of Wing Hing Street/ 
Hing Fat Street/ Gordon Road and Tung Lo Wan Road/ 
Tai Hang Road / Moreton Terrace are already close to satu-
ration in the PM peak. 
. In the redevelopment scheme, a new underground carpark 
next to the proposed new Tennis Centre will be built while 
the existing carpark at Hing Fat Street will be removed in 
order to alleviate traffic congestion. 
. I t is estimated that capacities for the critical junctions at 
Wing Hing Street/Hing Fat Street/ Gordan Road will be-
come saturated in year 2001 as a result of normal growth 
of population and employment in the region. 
Existing pedestrian access 
• Meanwhile, there are seven pedestrian access to Victoria Park. However, most of the entrances are 
insignificant, thus lacking the sense of entrance. 
. M a j o r i t y of pedestrian traffic for the Park uses the Gloucester Road entrance and Sugar Street 
entrance from Causeway Bay while people from Tin Hau use the Hing Fat Street entrance since 
these two entrances are the most accessible from MTR stations. 
The existing level of service of pedestrian crossings at Gloucester Road and Hing Fat Street are 
found below handling capacity whenever there are public events in the Park. 
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Site Plan showing the traffic condition at the periphery of the Victoria Park 
Vehicular Circulation in Victoria Park 
1 .Entrance at Causeway Road 
2. Entrance at Gloucester/Sugar St. 
3. Entrance at Gloucester Road/Great George St. 
Improvement scheme for pedestrian access in the redevelop-
ment plan 
• With the majority of the park users from the Causeway 
Bay MTR station, the entrance from Gloucester Road will 
be relocated directly opposite to Great George Street. 
Simultaneously, the entrance will be widened in order to 
cope with flow of people during major public events. 
. The Park entrance marked with the Statue of Victoria at 
Causeway Road will be redesigned to enhance the sense of 
entrance. 
. The existing entrance at Hing Fat Street will be widened to 
provide a more direct route for park users from Tin Hau 
MTR Station. 
Deficiency in the redevelopment plan 
. It is found that the redevelopment plan has not considered 
the access condition from Causeway Bay MTR station. At 
weekends, the narrow pedestrians along Great George Street 
is congested with people since this region is one of the 
shopping centre in Causeway Bay. With gathering of Fili-
pino at the crossing of Great George Street and Gloucester 
Road, the situation is even worse. 
Since the site boundary of Victoria Park is bounded by the 
traffic, the accessibility of the Park would be at lowered 
and discourag ing people from passing the park. 
4. Entrance at Hing Fat St. 
Four main entrances to the Victoria Park 
Narrow pavement at Great George St. Underneath of the flyover at Gloucester Road congested with Filipinoes 
ne^ e^ Rocfcation fi^ / -
Site Plan showing the pedestrain entrances to the Victoria Park 
Public Transport Park Entrances 
c. Circulation Pattern 
The circulation pattern within the park is governed by the 
location of the entrances of the Park. It is found that the primary 
circulation is more directly connected to those entrances near 
MTR stations (Causeway Bay and Tin Hau). 
The secondary circulation is mainly the paths at the northern 
side of the park. These winding paths integrate with surrounding 
landscape create a more natural atmosphere to the surrounding 
^^^ ' iil 
pedestrian entrances primary circulation 參 參 • 肇 secondary circulation 
Active zone 
Passive zone 
Zoning Plan of the Victoria Park 
d. Zoning and Activities 
There are four loci in the Park: the central lawn, the band stand, 
the hill knoll and football pits. These major activity zones are usu-
ally occupied by different type of users at different period during 
the day. 
The park is also divided into passive and active activity zones 
which can be identified by hard surface and soft surface. The lawn 
and hill knoll at the NW part are the active zone while the sporting 
amenities constitute the passive zone. 
The soft landscaped region is the territory for the old while the 
sports courts attracts most youngsters. 
Most of users are old people who live nearby. In general, there 
are more old men than old women. Old people are usually gath-
ering in groups at the small hill with lots of trees. Some are sit-
ting at the sides of sports court and watching people playing. 
These old people spend almost the whole day chatting around. 
Moreover, the elderly usually sit where there is a visual connec-
tion with the surrounding areas with activities taking place, like 
sitting at adjacent to the football pitches watching ball games or 
at the periphery of the children playground watching children 
playing. 
On weekdays, the elderly and students are the major users in the 
park. On weekends, there will be families and Filipinoes spending 
their leisure time. 
The Park is 24 hours opened while the amenity facilities are opened 




6 mini-soccer pitches 
4 outdoor basketball courts 
1 handball court 
13 tennis courts and 1 centre court 
4 squash courts 
2 bowling greens 
others: 
model boat pool 
4 children play areas 
4 mobile kiosks 
band stand 
central lawn 
2 general restaurants 
-the central lawn 
morning exercise in groups or 
individual, social gatherings 
the band stand 
-the city forum, social 
gatherings 
-the hill knoll 
old people resting, chatting, 
gambling, playing bridge... 
-the football pitches 
teenagers play sports games, 
morning exercises 
The Year Calender 
02 Lunar Year Flower Market 
03 Flower Show 
06 June 4 Memorial Assembly 
07 Celebration of National Day 
09 Mid-Autumn Festival 
12 Count Down 
Others 
Carnivals 
Regional Fun Fair 
The Pedal Racing 
The yearly activity programs in Victoria Park are occurring in a 
cyclic pattern since they are held on the time basis. Therefore, 
these events can be regarded as a time indicator for the year and 
take up the role as an emblem of our living memory for the social 
life of Hong Kong people. 
Those large scale events take place in the central lawn and the 
football pits. Most of the public events are at the football pits 
since hard paving is favourable for the mass function. 
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e. Environmental Issues 
Traffic disturbance 
Since the Park is surrounded by traffic, the peripheral of the Park 
is affected by traffic noise. Therefore, it is found that people are 
used to gathering at inner part of the Park. 
Greenery distribution 
There are numerous trees of different species found in Victoria 
Park. The greenery not only refresh the mind of the visitors but 
also enjoyed by residents in the high-rise buildings nearby. 
It is also found the people, especially the old, prefer gathering 
under tree for sun shading and psychological protection. Therefore, 
any development in the park should keep the damage to trees as 
little as possible. 
The central lawn has environmental impact to the park. In summer 
time, the large central area is directly exposed to the sun. The grass 
acts as a heat absorbent, thus lower heat radiation to the 
surrounding. 
Greenery Distribution in Victoria Park ^ ^ 
2. Study of redevelopment plan of Victoria Park 
The redevelopment plan proposed by ASD has been completed recently. The redevelopment work 
divided into three phases and phase I work will be commenced at the beginning of 2000. The main 
objective of this proposal is to provide a clearer demarcation for active and passive recreation space. 
The utilization of an open space was reviewed instead of increase of facilities. In general, it is an 
improvement work rather than a redevelopment work. Therefore, the overall setting of Victoria Park 
is kept the same as before and the renovation work involves minor relocation of some amenities. 
The whole redevelopment work is split into three projects, namely: 
Improvements to the park proper 
Redevelopment of the tennis centre 
Redevelopment of the swimming pool complex 
As the public has expressed strong aspirations for more open space and greenery, the Department 
reduced the size of some proposed new structures. 
Since the handling capacity for the traffic access and pedes-
trian circulation is far below the existing conditions espe-
cially during occasion of special events, the existing entrances 




-Redevelopment Plan 2002 
3. Opportunities and Constraints 
Since Victoria Park has a long history for holding public 
events and it represents a leisure place for the general 
public, it has the potential to be further developed as a 
theatre for the city. 
The Victoria Park does not have clear identity because of 
its diversity and capacity for a spectrum of social events. 
It would be an opportunity to define a more significant 
role of the Park in the urban fabric. 
Owing to its favorable location and high accessibility, it 
can be integrated with the city pulse and enhance the in-
terface of the Park with people. 
The open atmosphere of the park and the symbolic mean-
ing of the 'City Forum，would further encourage the free 
spirit and free participation. 
Since the Park is the only urban green in that district, any 
addition of structure in the park should be carefully ex-
amined to minimize any disturbance to the environment. 
The periphery of the Park is all bounded by vehicular 
traffic, thus leading a certain level of physical barrier for 
pedestrian flow. 
Even though the Victoria Park is situated in Causeway 
Bay, a district full of the working class and the young, the 
major user group in the Park is the old generation. This 
With the injection of fresh components to the Park, it would 
bring more fun to the public and attract the younger gen-
eration having a time of sharing and participation. 
4. Program Development 
In viewing of the previous site analysis, Victoria Park can be concluded as a public sphere which 
i) embodies a city recorder for collective memories of the city 
ii) is being an invisible dialogue platform among all walks of lives 
i ) a city recorder 
The park is composed by personal memories, community memories and city memories, it would 
constitute the collective memory of our city. Besides, this is a place foil oi om footprints which 
compose a story of social living in Hong Kong. 
ii) a invisible dialogue platform 
The public forum is an interface provoking discussion on social issues among citizens. Through 
participation in the city forum, it would reinforce sense of belongings to our city and generate a 
bonding force . This forum also serves as a communication channel between the general public and 
the government. People express their standpoint on the government policies 
mi 
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This project is rooted at the collective memory in relation to 
the sense of place of our city. Victoria Park would be acti-
vated to be a city tableau for events of public dialogue and a 




To design a city tableau in Victoria Park for the general 
public to read, experience and trace our collective 
memory of Hong Kong city so that we can position our-
selves in time. 
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The City Tableau will be composed by 
The City Forum - looking at the present 
The City Archive 一 to trace the past 
The Pavilion- to retouch the past and foresee the future 
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Goal 1 -the city forum 
The public forum should provide an interface provoking 
social dialogue among people.The forum should function 
as a catalyst for happening of events and celebrating time 
so as to enhance the sense of place. 
Goal 2- the city archive 
The forum should be acting as a city dairy encoding as 
well as decoding the living memory of the city. 
Goal 3 - the pavilion 
The pavilion should provide multi-perspectives to allow 
people to experience the city tableau. 
Goal 4 - the hormonized environment 
The building complex in harmony with the green environ-
ment and seek a balance between the landscape and the 




Goal 1 -the city forum 
The public forum should provide an interface provoking so-
cial dialogue among people and functioning as a catalyst 
for happening of events and celebrating time so as to en-
hance the sense of place. 
Strategy 1. Strategy 2: 
Upgrading the permeability of the Park The news wall as a catalyst for provoking 
to assist the Park in the same phase with public voice, 
the city rhythm. 
:y：' 
different spatial setting for accomodating 
different scale of social function 
news wall in an outdoor transitional 
Strategy 3: 
A broadcasting studio for radio and 
TV in the events of holding 
programmes concerning public 
participation in the park. 
Strategy 4: 
The city forum in the form of open 
structure to create a free atmo-
sphere provoking freedom of 
press. 
Strategy 5: 
The building form inviting 
and addressing the image of 
‘a city theatron' to the public. 
Goal 3 - the pavilion 
The pavilion should provide multi-perspectives to allow 
people to experience the city tableau. 
Strategy 1: 
The pavilion segagreted into different 
layers to enable people having various 
perspectives to the external environment. 
Strategy 2: 
Seeing the outdoor space as a posi-
tive functional area to minimize the 
built structure. 
Goal 2- the city archive 
The City Archiveshould be acting as a city dairy encoding 
as well as decoding the living memory of the city. 
Strategy 1: 
A wall as the backbone for 
the archive and as an ex-
posed medium for record-
ing the memory code 
Strategy 2: 
Integration with the under-
ground space to relate the 'time 
space' with the building. 
StrategyS: 
Part of the City Archive inte-
grating with the main circula-
tion within the park to transform 
the movement into a journey of 
experiencing city footprints. 
站” 
Goal 4 - the harmony environment 
The forum should be designed in harmony with the green environ-
ment and seek a balance between the landscape and the built structure. 
Strategy 1. 
Upgrading the permeability of the Park to 
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subway to break the physical bar-
rier to enhance the pedestrian flow 
Strategy�: 
The building form in linear or fluid build-
ing envelop to reduce the massiveness of 
the building. 
Strategy 3: 
The building complex in a scattered con-
figuration instead of a centralized 
complex. 
7 
Since the scheme involves three main performance require-
ments for the three building components which are run by 
separate correspondence. Therefore, the scheme could be 
a joint venture project. 
Leisure and Cultural Services Department 
As Victoria Park is managed by the Leisure and Cultural 
Services Department, it would be the chief client in the 
project. Generally, it is the body who will coordinate with 
RTHK and the City Archive to launch programs and take 
up the management duty/ 
RTHK 
The RTHK can be another potential client. As RTHK is a 
medium for communication between the general public 
and the government, it would perform as a catalyst for the 
social dialogue. 
The broadcasting studio of RTHK can be relocated to the 
Park to provide another interface at the Park to evoke the 
social dialogue. 
RTHK can arrange workshop at the Park to arouse the 
social concern on the change of society as well as en-







The City Archive 
The Public Records Office (PRO) of the Government Records 
Service is the central repository for the permanent archives of the 
HKSARG. 
The role of the PRO is to trace, appraise, acquire and preserve 
important government records and historical materials. This helps 
protect public and private rights, and allows scholars, researchers 
and commentators using the preserved records to weave into a 
coherent story defining who we are, and what makes us a 
community, unique in our own ways. Besides, this is to safeguard 
the invaluable records of the past and present, and make this docu-
mentary heritage available to as many people as possible.Users 
are welcomed to consult archival materials which serve as the col-
lective memory and prologue of Hong Kong and its people. 
The building will be designed to accomodate the following func-
tions i) the Record Appraisal and Accessioning Zone, ii) the Record 
Conservation and Preservation Zone, in) the Record Storage Area, 
iv)the Reference and Access Zone andv) the Education and Archive 
Promotion Area. For the later two functions, they would be de-
tached from the PRO and located at where allows greater accessi-
bility for the public. 
Records conservation and prcscrvalion 
Part III> The Design 
1. The Concept 
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The design concept is developed from the cycle of time : 
the past, the present and the future. Through the new ar-
chitectural elements, both explicit and implicit meaning of 
the park would be redefined and to expressed in terms of a 
dynamic and static attitude. 
The spatial organization is based upon the concept of strati-
fication of the "time space". The Park is reinterpretated as 
a composition of three layers which refer to the cycle of 
time flow. The undergrond layer refers to the past. The 
ground layer refers to the present. The floating layer re-
fers to the future. 
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The Central Lawn being the most significant icon for 
Victoria Park, the settings of the new architectural elements 
would form a spatial dialogue with the greenland. 
In addtion, the design intention is on the experience of strollers 
in this green city void. The experience is generated from sen-
sory stimulation in terms of space, scene, color and texture. 
These elements constitute the atmosphere in the Park. And stroll-
ers would sense the time flow through the relative displace-
ment of the body and the external environment. 
What are the stimulations? 
The events- through the City Forum 
The wall - with memory codes 
The scene - through the pavilion 
The Central Lawn - the free place 
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The Pavilion 
The pavilion is a viewing platform where people can experi-
ence the City Tableau from different perspectives and in dif-
ferent spatial settings. 
This is a pavilion to perceive snap shots of the present moment. 
Therefore, the design concept is manipulation between the body 
movement and external stimulus from 'the place' to recapture 
the time flow and the collective memory triggered by mosaic 
of images. 
The Wall 
Encoding and Decoding City Memory 
Memory can be interpretated as a process of encoding and 
decoding messages and it is stored in the form of 'code'. 
The memory code of the City Tableau is encoded by means 
of the 'wall' where dates of important events are marked. 
In order to decode the 'code', people go to the archival 
centre to seek information. The archive would be the de-
coding station beside a bank of city memory. 
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The City Archive 
The City Archive is divided into two sections. One is for pub-
lic accessing zone and the other is for administration where 
public access is prohibited due to security reason. Since the 
project emphasize on the architectural settings for public 
activities, only the public accessing zone would be included in 
this phrase of design process while the detail design for the 
administration zone would be considered as the next develop-
ment stage. 
I _ \ ^^^^^^ 
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2. Master Layout Design 
- -
The master site plan 
Since Victoria Park will be undergone a redevelopment work 
as proposed by ASD, the design of master layout plan is based 
on the new proposal with some modification on the site access 
while the zoning of park will remain the same. 
Improvement of site access 
1. The main entrances to the Park are redefined. 
2. A new entrance from Kingston Street through An under-
ground tunnel from Kingston Street will be an additional en-
trance to the Park. This entrance provides a more direct access 
to the new building cluster. Besides, this entrance will alleviate 
the pedestrain flow from Causeway Bay. 
Taking reference from the redevelopment proposal, the Tennis 
Stadium and existing tennis courts are relocated to the oppo-
site site beside the Central Library so that the central lawn in 
the park could be further extended to allow 
The main pedestrain access to Victoria?绝 巧恐y 
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The Mini Plaza in front of World Trade Centre 
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Kingston street 伙 胁 叫 叫 Paterson Street 
The Sub-Station Of The City Forum - with electronic 
screen to broadcast on-going events in Victoria Park 
3. The Design Development 
Design Stage 00 
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Design Stage 01 Sketch of Building Massing 
幽 assembly time 
normal time 
The interrelationship between the lawn and the Pavilion 
The Semi Sunken City Archive as one of the starting point of the journey 
Sketch of Master Layout Plan 
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Development of Master Layout Plan 
The building complexes are located at the 
peripherial of the central lawn in order to 
respect the free atmosphere of the park 
but also mark the boundary of the lawn 
and intensify the enclosure of the lawn. 
The linear building complexes trying to 
merge with one of the main circulation 
between Causeway Bay and Tin Hau.so 
that the circulation route becoming the 
journey of the city tableau. 
Design Stage 02 
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Sketch of tthe City Forum 
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The scheme isslightly modified. The design focused on for-
mulating a coherent the relaionship between the central lawn 
and the City Forum and investigating the possibility turning 
the lawn as the platform for the city forum. 
The Floating Journey - a mixture of the three functions: city forum, archive and the pavilion 
The City Forum- The form 
acting as a gateway to the 
central lawn 
Conceptual Design 04 
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Since the previous options are rather 
rigid in the building mass. Therefore, 
further study is shifted to a dynamic 
approach on the form making and also 
trying to integrate the building com-
plexes with the landscape to a greater 
extent. 
The vertical and horizontal layering of 
time space with the building com-
plexes is further explored. 
The wall becoming the spine of the 
whole scheme and linking the three 
building components in a more cohe-
sive manner. 
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The underground 
archive 






Sections showing the horizontal and vertical 
layering of pavilion and the underground 
archive centre 
A,: 
The city Forum Braodcasting Studio J 
ii 
Section showing the spatial connection 
between the central lawn, the pavilion, 
the cafe and the city forum 
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The ground level access 
outdoor sloping lawn Archive Centre 
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• • I J Dptflilinp Study of the Sectional Space nf the Archive Centre 
Detailing Study of The Underground Kxhibition Tunnel 
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The Central Lawn 
The sequential Sections 
showing the transition of 
spatial relationship of the 
three building elements: 
the city forum, the archive 
































































































































































































































































The City Forum 
The City Forum in the form of an ellipse is to provide a focal 
point and enhance an hidden enclosure for the forum as well as 
to create a gravitational force symbolizing the spirit of mass 
dialogue. 
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The Wall of Memory Codes 
Encoding and Decoding City Memory 
Memory can be interpretated as a process of encoding and de-
coding messages and it is stored in the form of ‘code，. The 
memory code of the City Tableau is encoded by means of the 
'wall' where dates of important events are marked. In order to 
decode the ‘code,，people go to the archival centre to seek 
information. The archive would be the decoding station be-
side a bank of city memory. 
I 

Special Study : Lighting For The Atmosphere 
“What if lighting be the make-up of a building/a place? 
i i p 覇 Lighting is one of the design elements in the manipula-tion of space as lighting would add character to the 
space and shape the space. Different lighting effect 
would generate different atmosphere, thus creating dif-
ferent passion for people. 
The lighting effect is closely related to the selecction of 
materials and the type of lighting approach. Since dif-
ferent materials have contrasting reflective surfaces 
which compose totally different visual effects. 
Especially during night time, artifically lighting become 
the key design element to create a particular atmosphere. 
The chosen precedents both show their success in gen-
erating a strong image at night by manipulating materi-
als of different transluence and enhance the layering of 
facade so as to dress the building with another charac-
ter in the dark. 
Art Museum Bregenz 
-Peter Zumthor 
Precedents 
Malti -Media Workshop 
-Kazuyo Sejima+Ryue Nisizawa/Kazuyo Sejima & Association 
Latent Atmosphere at night 
The lighting study of this project focuses on the Pavilion which 
serves as a gathering platform at night. 
The pavilion which allows visitors to experience and for trig-
ger collective memory. It will be composed of a series of com-
partments with various functions and of different atmosphere 
in order to create different moods along the journey. Thus, the 
combined effect from space, colour, material and lighting would 
be investigated. 
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20. Steel H-Section; Resin Painted Finish 
21. PVC Sheeting on Exposed Concrete 
22. Drainage Membrane w. / Filler Fabric 
23. Perforated Pipe 
The Pavilion - Sectional Detail Of The Illuminating Facade section 
Key: 
1. Etched Glass 
2. Stainless Steel Fastener 
3. Metal Finishing 
4. Gravel Surface 
5. Water Proofing Sheeting 
6. Thermal Insulation applied urethane 
7. Water Tight Concrete 
8. Sand Blash Finish 
9. Clear Glass 
10. Lighting Fixture 
11. Acrylonitrile Polybutadiene 
Styrene Plastic Grating; transluent 
12. Steel Plate; Fluorine Resin Paint Finish 
13. Natural Stone Floor Finish 
14. Mortar 
15. Stainless Steel Channel 
16. Strengthened Glass Panel 
17. Glass Panel With Transluent Film 
18. Steel Angle Fastener; Resin Coated 
19. Stainless Steel Channel For 
Lighting Fixture; Flush Light 
mM 
As the basement of the pavilion is an exhibition tunnel, the 
pavilion is illuminated from the underground so that light seems 
growing from an invisible layer. This creates both latent beauty 
and a peacefiil atmosphere for the pavilion at night time. 
The facade on upper ground is also illuminated by indirect 
lighting, thus enhancing a soft lighting effect. The pavilion, on 
the other hand, is an illuminator standing in the lawn and be-
comes a glowing sculpture in the park. 
Schedule of Accommodation 
The City Forum - An open amphitheatre for 500 people (with seating area) 
Stage with seating 825 
Associated Supporting Facilities 
1. Cafeteria 
2. Information Centre 
3. Broadcasting Studio 




Building Management and Facility Areas 
1. Administration Quarter 
2. Telephone Booth 
3. Washrooms 
4. Mechanical Rooms 
a. Transformer Room 
b. Switch Room 
c. AHU Room 
d. Fire Control Centre 
e. MDF Room 
f. F.S Pump Room 








22 X 4.5 m 3 
30 X 4.5 m 3 
Sub Total 2 243 sq. 
The Pavilion 






















Total 3 789 sq. 
Building Services and Environmental Strategy 
The prime issue of the provision of building services is the fire safety service especially for the area of 
underground archive because of the high historical value of displays. 
l.Fire service control 
a. Sprinkler System 
For the underground archive for searching area, pre-action system will be employed since there is elec-
tronic installation for multi -media exhibition. 
Other indoor area will be equipped with typical open sprinkler system, 
h. Smoke control 
Due to the limited openings to open air at the underground archive area, a dynamic smoke venting system 
will be used to remove smoke mechanically and supply fresh air in case of fire. This additional smoke 
control would help get rid of smoke trapped at basement level. Furthermore, the smoke extraction will be 
integrated with the underground venting system to increase the efficiency of air control system. 
2. Plumbing System 
Since the building complex is only of 3 storeys, direct water supply from the main water supply in 
Victoria Park would be employed. However, water supply for F.S. and sprinkler system would be equipped 
with an underground water tank to guarantee the safety of underground exhibition spaces. 
Since there is water feature as part of the landscape design, the pump room is located near to the water 
pond to facilitate the control and maintenance. 
3. Environmental Strategy 
a. The envelop of the building masses are east -west orientated so that solar heat gain would be mini-
mized and energy consumption on the air conditioning would also be reduced. 
b. The display area for the Archive is located below ground so that a more stable internal environment 
could be maintained by making use the thermal mass of the earth. 
Part IV > Appendices 
Research Interviews 
Interview 1 28.09.1999 
Mr Raymond Fung, Senior Architect, ASD 
wm 
Interview 2. 29.09.1999 
Mr Joseph Chan Man, Professor of Department of Journalism and Communication, CUHK 
The first public protest in Victoria Park was in 1970s. 
Victoria Park is regarded as a place for protest，public as-
sembly to voice out. 
Victoria Park: 
An image of openness 
Since Victoria Park is situated at the peripheral of the city 
centre, disturbance to the social order and traffic can be 
minimized. Therefore, the Government would approve the as-
sembly 
The ideology of “ City Forum ” is similar to the production of 
news. News is reflecting the “fact “. The "fact" can be con-
structedfrom different perspectives. Therefore, news is not to-
tally objective but involves certain subjectivity. Same as the 
“City Forum，，it is also exchange of idea of people from dif-
ferent backgrounds. On the same issue, they hold different 
viewpoints. 
According to a research study, television is the most popular 
media for the public to approach news. 
The City Forum in Victoria Park is not that it is a symbolic 
place for public fomm. Indeed, it is just aforum among elites, 
political groups or the professionals on sharing opinions. 
These kind of talk shows can be found in TV, radio and a 
park, the degree of openness should be the radio since the 
other two are limited by a space. But for the radio，it is not 
bounded by time and space, the flexibility in expressing 
opinion is higher. 
Interviews 30091999 
Mr Heung Shu Fai, Moderator of City Forum organized by RTHK 
White Wash 07.10.1999 
by Mr Kacey Wong, Lecturer of Department of Fine Arts, CUHK 
The talk on an installation art work which was displayed in 
a gallery in Melbourne. 
The exhibition was about recalling the childhood memory 
of the artist. He made use of a white wall plunged with a 
series of small holes that allow visitors to see the artifical 
setting inside the wall. Starting with the first hole at the 
beginning of the wall, this hole marks the beginning of the 
journey of memory. There are altogether seven theme for 
his childhood: his parents, his pets, the war play, lover, 
brother， 
The artist only made use of real objects to resemble the scenes 
rather than using photos. Also, he used many Chinese mo-
tifs to represent the mixture of eastern and western culture 
He also talk about the interrelation between time, space and 
memory. The present time line is the period of seeing the exhibition and the past time line is the childhood memory. 
Interview 4 08.10.1999 
Ms Kwok Yan Chi, Professor of Design School, Polytechnic Universtiy 
Interview 5. 12.10.1999 
Kacey Wong , Lecturer of Department of Fine Arts, CUHK 
Interview6 30.11.1999 
Mr K.T. Chau, Senior Architect，ASD 
who was in charge of the project of the Public Record Office in Kwun Tong 
2. Design Guidelines of Archive 
educational programmes for schools 
Guided tour to the social archive 
Public exhibition for educational purpose and 
introducing the Public Record Office to the 
public 
Since the Archive Centre is one of the key building complexes 
of the design scheme, research study on an existing Public 
Record Office was carried out. The general design requirements 
for an archival building were examined and the SOA was taken 
for reference in the next development phase. 
The key functions of public archive 
Public Programme and Services 
Unlike libraries and museums, visits to archives are not nor-
mally a feature of one's life or education. Most people believe 
they do not have anything to do with archival records until 
they are studying at university and, even then, not unless they 
are doing research degrees. As a result, few people know what 
an archives is, what sort of work goes on there, and why archi-
val work relates to everyone in the community. 
To inform the wider public more about holdings and services 
of PRO，exhibitions, seminars, workshops, visits and other edu-
cational activities are organized to provoke the public concern 
on the importance of this social archive. Furthermore some of 
these are conducted in co-ordination with universities, genea-




Records Appraisal and Accessioning 
Appraisal and selection of records are the initial functions 
of the archival process. Valuable records are carefully 
examined, and records of historical and long-term research 
value are selected and transferred to PRO for permanent re-
tention in a systematic and continuing manner. 
What we do next is to make the records in our custody and 
the information they contain available for use. To achieve 
this, we conduct research into the context in which these 
records were generated and used, and we prepare inventories, 
finding aids, guides and indexes to help users trace and iden-
tify the materials they need. 
Conservatlon^workshop 
Records Conservation and Preservation 
Record conservation and preservation constitute the third 
major function. Concern for the conservation and preserva-
tion of archival materials has resulted in a host of activities 
ranging from the design, construction and maintenance of 
specialist repositories to a series of restoration and damage 
control procedures like fumigation, deacidification, paper 
repair, book-binding and microfilming. Immense care has 
been taken to ensure that records are properly preserved and 
the unique information they contain remains usable. 
Archive repositories 
Holdinss of PRO 
PRO has built up a treasury of wide-ranging and unique ar-
chival materials in different physical formats. These include 
files, bound volumes, loose papers, maps and plans, posters, 
photographs, films and magnetic tapes, etc. that document 
the changes and growth of Hong Kong as a community. 
At present, PRO'S holdings occupy some 9,000 linear metres. 
They comprise about 800 records series ("records series" is 
our basic unit for the administration of archives), and were 
transferred by over 300 government agencies and private 
institutions, organizations and individuals. 
Finding Aids Area 
Multi-media Room 
Schedule of Accomodation of the Archive Centre 
I. Office and staff area 46U 
n. Reference and Public Access Area 605 
m. Record Appraisal and Accession Area 255 
IV. Record Preservation and Conservation Area 397 
V. Record Storage Area 1 645 
VI. Education and Archive Promotion Area 400 
vn . Building Management and Facilities Area 1 000 
Vili. Miscellaneous Area 630 
Total - 4 OOOsq. 
I. Office and Staff Area 













rence and Access Area 
Reception 
Finding Aids Area 
Search Rooms 
Visitor Common Room 




Record Appraisal and Accession Area 
Records Reception Room for General Records 
Records Reception Room for Classified Records 
Non paper Based Records Reception Room 
Record Accessioning Room for General Records 
Record Accessioning Room for Classified Records 
Record Appraisal Room 
Dusting Area 
Store Room for Archival Boxes 
Record Preservation and Conservation Area 
1. Document Repair Unit 
a. Document Processing Area 
b. Dry Document Repair Room 
c. Wet Document Repair Room 
d. Store Room for Document Repair Material 
e. Chemical Store Room 
2. Micrographics Unit 
a. Document Processing Area 
b. Filming Room X 5 
c. Dark Room 
d. Quality Control Room 
e. Store Room 
3. Fumigation Unit 
a. Fumigation Chamber 
b. Fumigation Laboratory 
Fumigation Store Room 
Record Storage Area 1 645 
Archive Repository 
a. Paper Records - General 
b. Paper Records - Classified *(Strong Room) 
c. Microfilm 
d. Electronic Records 
e. Photographic Material 
Acclimatization Rooms 30 
a. For Microfilm 10 
b. For Electronic Records 10 
c. For Photographic Material 10 
Education and Archive Promotion Area ~ 580 
1. Lecture/Training Room 200 
2. Exhibition Hall/Gallery 150 
3. Multi-media Theatre 150 
4. Cafeteria 80 
Conceptual Diagram of Spatial Layout 
Building Management and Facilities Area 
1. Building Management Office 
2. Passenger lift and cargo lift 
3. Loading and Unloading Area _ 
4. Car Parking 
5. Plant Rooms 
Transformer Room 
Switch Room 
Emergency Generator Room 
AHU(w/Switch Rm)x 2 
A/C Plant Room 
Fire Control Centre 
MDF Room 
Refuse Room 
F.S Pump Room 
Sprinkler Tank and F.S. Tank ？? 
Fresh & Flushing W a m J ^ R o o ] 
E & M Control R ^ � ‘ 





















Building Section of Archive Centre 
Misce 
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